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We offer a Unique Shoes and Accessories Boutique Experience.  The Nchantment Independent Image 
Consultant brings the ultimate personal Shoe and Accessories personal shopping and service experience 
to you.   Your trained Nchantment Image Consultant will help you find the right shoes and accessories 
to meet all your needs. 

In our latest version of our March catalog, the season of Spring has sprung!  Spring is a time of renewal 
with blooming flowers and trees full of color.  For fashion it is a time to introduce new collections and 
makes us all clean out our closets and make room for our new spring wardrobe, and or course, shoes!  At 
Nchantment, we have a wide selection of shoes that compliment this Spring’s hottest looks.  You will 
find bold, colorful selections with designers Luichiny, Michael Antonio just to name a few, as well as 
watches in a rainbow of colors from Bobby Schandra.  Wedge, cork, woven heels, and flat sandals are 
other popular trends for Spring and Nchantment has you covered there as well with selections from 
Diba, Bronx, and Enigma.  Contact your Image Consultant today to make sure you have the perfect 
shoes for your latest Spring looks.  Prepare to be enchanted at what you see and enjoy shopping our 
stylish March catalog. 

If you are interested in learning more about how you can turn your passion for shoes and accessories 
into a financial stream of income, please ask your Nchantment Independent Image Consultant for more 
details or go to www.nchantment.com and send your request for information. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

http://www.nchantment.com/
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Alisha Hill specializes in Prom and Bridal shoe designs. She believes in providing stylish and irresistible 
shoes for teenagers and women to feel elated about every time that put on a pair of her designs. She has 
been featured in many magazines such as Seventeen and other major publications because her shoe 

designs are awesome. 
 

 

 

 

Alisha Hill Olivia  

Alisha Hill S1080-Olivia 
Gold 5.5 inch heel 

Price:  $205.00 

 

 

 

 

 

Alisha Hill Kim  

Alisha Hill S1071-Kim 
Black 5 inch heel  

Price: $210.00 

 

 

 
 

 

Alisha Hill Audrey  

Alisha Hill S9067-Audrey 
Silver or Black with 4 inch heel 

Price: $150.00 

http://nchantment.com/category/category/alis
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Alisha Hill Kendall  

Alisha Hill S1145 - Kendall 
Nude with 4 1/2 inch heel 

Price:  $200.00 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Alisha Hill Alyssa  

Alisha Hill S1144 - Alyssa 
Nude 5 1/4 inch heel  

Price: $158.00 

 

 

Alisha Hill Miranda  

 
Nude 5 1/2 inch heel  

Price: $139.00 
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At Benjamin Walk, our goals are simple and remain consistent – to offer high quality, value, up-to-the minute styling and 
the best customer service in the industry. When you become a retailer of Benjamin Walk products, you will enjoy our live 

customer service and the most complete assortment of styles, multiple widths and heel heights 
 

 

 
 

 
Benjamin Walk (Celine)  
Benjamin Walk (Celine) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR: Sliver 
Price - $85.00 

 

 
 

 
Benjamin Walk (Celine)  
Benjamin Walk (Celine) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR: Black 
Price - $85.00 
 

 
 

 
 

Benjamin Walk (TAMARA) - $65.00 
Benjamin Walk (TAMARA) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Champagne 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:1/2" 

http://nchantment.com/category/category/benjamin-walk
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Benjamin Walk (TAMARA) - $65.00 
Benjamin Walk (TAMARA) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Silver 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:1/2" 
SOLE:PVC 

 
 

 

Benjamin Walk (SERENA) - $200.00 
Benjamin Walk (SERENA) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Silver/Vinyl 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:4" 
SOLE:PVC 
 

 
 

 

Benjamin Walk (TRINITY) - $90.00 
Benjamin Walk (TRINITY) 
MATERIAL: Synthetic 
COLOR: Silver 
DYEABLE: No 
HEIGHT:3 3/8" 
SOLE:PVC 

 
 

 

Benjamin Walk (MIZTI) - $90.00 
Benjamin Walk (MIZTI) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Silver 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:3 1/4" 
SOLE:PVC 
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Benjamin Walk (MINDY) - $80.00 
Benjamin Walk (MINDY) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Silver 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:2 1/4" 
SOLE:PVC 
 

 
 
 

 
BenjaminWalk (APRIL) - $78.00 
BenjaminWalk (APRIL) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Silver 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:2 5/8" 
SOLE:PVC 
 

 

 
 

BenjaminWalk (PRINCESS) - $78.00 
BenjaminWalk (PRINCESS) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Silver 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:3" 
SOLE:PVC 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Benjamn Walk ( PRINCESS) - $78.00 
Benjamn Walk( PRINCESS) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Gold 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:3" 
SOLE PVC 
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Bejamin Walk (WOODSTOCK) - $65.00 
Bejamin Walk (WOODSTOCK) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Multi-Color 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:2 5/8" 
SOLE:PVC 
 

 

 
 

Benjamin Walk (ZOEY) - $68.00 
Benjamin Walk (ZOEY) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Silver 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:3 3/4" 
SOLE:PVC 
 

 
 

Benjamin Walk (ZOEY) - $68.00 
Benjamin Walk (ZOEY) 
MATERIAL:Synthetic 
COLOR:Pink Multi 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:3 3/4" 
SOLE:PVC 
 
 

 

 
 

Bejanmin Walk (STARLITE) - $199.00 
Bejanmin Walk(Starlite) 
MATERIAL:Silk Satin 
COLOR:Black 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:3 3/4" 
SOLE:LEATHER 
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Benjamin Walk (PEACOCK) - $155.00 
Benjamin Walk (PEACOCK) 
MATERIAL:Silk Satin 
COLOR:Royal Blue 
DYEABLE:No 
HEIGHT:4" 
 

 

 

 

Benjamin Walk ( Falon) - $48.00 

Benjamin Walk ( Fallon) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Fuchsia MultiGlitter 

 
 

 

 

Benjamin Walk ( Falon) - $48.00 

Benjamin Walk ( Fallon) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Silver Glitter 

 

 

 

Benjamin Walk ( Farrah) - $50.00 

Benjamin Walk ( Farrah) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Champagne 
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Benjamin Walk ( Farrah) - $50.00 

Benjamin Walk ( Farrah) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Silver 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Benjamin Walk (Lorraine) - $40.00 

Benjamin Walk (Lorraine) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Gold 

 

Benjamin Walk (Lorraine) - $40.00 

Benjamin Walk (Lorraine) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Silver 

 

 

 

Benjamin Walk ( Loretta) - $60.00 

Benjamin Walk (Loretta) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Sliver 
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Benjamin Walk ( Rhonda) - $60.00 

Benjamin Walk (Rhonda) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Silver/Pewter 

 

 
 

 

Benjamin Walk (Victoria) - $42.00 

Benjamin Walk (Victoria) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR: Silver 

 
 

 

 

Benjamin Walk (Camille) - $60.00 

Benjamin Walk (Camille) 

MATERIAL:Satin 

COLOR:Black 

 

 

 

Benjamin Walk ( Nakita) - $50.00 

Benjamin Walk ( Nakita) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Multi-Color 
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Benjamin Walk ( Emily) - $40.00 

Benjamin Walk (Emily) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Silver 

DYEABLE:No 

 

 

Benjamin Walk ( Emily) - $40.00 

Benjamin Walk ( Emily) 

MATERIAL:Synthetic 

COLOR:Gold 

DYEABLE:No 
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Michael Antonio Footwear Group is a family owned business established by several 

generations of footwear manufacturers. Our company has the same devotion and respect for 
shoes now, as we did back when we created our first pair in 1970. Consistently featured on the 
runways of New York, Miami, and Los Angeles Fashion Weeks, as well as in the glossy pages 
of magazines like Elle, Glamour, Lucky, and InStyle, Michael Antonio has grown into a global 
brand catering to fashionistas and tastemakers who appreciate design, trend and quality at a 

reasonable price point. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Michael Antonio Elaina  

 
•  Fabric upper and Manmade sole  
•  Heel measures approximately 4.5"  
•  Platform measures approximately 1.25"  
•  Boot opening measures approximately 15.5" 
around  
•  Shaft height measures approximately 17" 
from arch  
• Color Black 
 

Price: $69.00 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Michael Antonio - Theronn 

A beautiful side bow will tie your look together 
perfectly with this Michael Antonio open-toe 
platform bootie. 

Price:  $72.00 

 

 

http://www.nchantment.com/
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Michael Antonio Andie Blush - $65.00 

•Synthetic upper and Manmade sole 
•Heel measures approximately 4.5" 
•Platform measures approximately 1" 
•Synthetic lining 
•Slip-on closure 
more details … 

 

 

 

Michael Antonio Andie Mint - $65.00 

•Synthetic upper and Manmade sole 
•Heel measures approximately 4.5" 
•Platform measures approximately 1" 
•Synthetic lining 
•Slip-on closure 

 
 

Michael Antonio Adrian Turquoise - 
$49.99 

• The perfect pump to dress up your day or 
evening look 
• Suede synthetic upper 
• Lightly padded footbed 
• 4-7/8" wedge heel 

 

 

Michael Antonio Adrian Fuchsia - $49.99 

• The perfect pump to dress up your day or 
evening look 
• Suede synthetic upper 
• Lightly padded footbed 
• 4-7/8" wedge heel 
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Michael Antonio Gheza Aqua - $70.00 

You can't go wrong with this aqua multi-color 
wedge in your closet! Michael Antonio's Gheza is 
a classic fabric wedge with zipper closure at the 
back of the heel. Has a heel height of 5 inches and 
a 1 inch platform.  

Shoe Details: •Man Made Upper 
•Man Made Sole 
•Made In China 
•This shoe runs true to size 

 

 

 

Michael Antonio Gheza Pink - $70.00 

You can't go wrong with this fuchsia multi-color 
wedge in your closet! Michael Antonio's Gheza is 
a classic fabric wedge with zipper closure at the 
back of the heel. Has a heel height of 5 inches and 
a 1 inch platform. 

Shoe Details: •Man Made Upper 
•Man Made Sole •Made In China 
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With a strong eye for fashion and a successful career as an Actress and Model, Lauren Jones has the 
kind of charismatic personality and skill level that motivate fans to look to her as a fashion leader. A life 
on the red carpet allow Lauren Jones to deliver shoes for women that are on-trend and which celebrate 
classy, chic, and glamorous style. Lauren Jones Shoes are always high quality designs, exquisitely 
embellished with innovative hardware, luxurious satins, colorful fabrics, and trim from around the 

world. 
 
 

 

 

Lauren Jones Neena  

Lauren Jones sequins black boot that will turn 
every head as you walk by. This amazing boot 
has a stretch component made within the 
material that allows it to fit your leg like a 
glove. It will stretch right in place for the 
perfect fit. This is a must have in your closet. 

Price $140.00 
 
 
 

 

    

 
Lauren Jones Bling Purse  
Silver (as shown), also available in Black and 
Gold   
 
This is a must have Bling-a-licious fashion 
purse to go with your Bling Lauren Jones Boots 
for all the places you will go this upcoming 
festive season.  Nicole has already placed her 
order and is ready to party…. She is blinging 
out in her boots and purse.    
 
Retail Price: $140.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nchantment.com/category/cat
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Lauren Jones Bonnie in Nude - $45.00 

Sparkling jewels adorn the teardrop vamp of a 
breezy satin sandal fashioned atop a classic 
wrapped heel. Adjustable ankle strap with 
buckle closure and inset elastic. Approx. heel 
height: 3 1/2". Satin upper/synthetic 
lining/leather sole. By Lauren Jones; imported. 
Women's Shoes. 

 
 

 

 

 

Lauren Jones Vicki - $48.00 

Sexy, sassy and cool this Lauren Jones original 
screams seductive, accessorizing appeal. The 
towering come-hither heel and platform pairing 
create a silhouette that is hard to miss. A sleek 
upper with peep-toe front ensures you are able 
to show off your latest pedicure. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Lauren Jones Kiki - $55.00 

We're feeling festive just looking at this sandal. 
Imagine how you'd feel WEARING it. The 
glamorous satin upper is tricked out with jewel 
and feather detail over the vamp, while a thin 
slingback features a jeweled buckle for a 
perfect, stunning fit. A slight platform and 
stiletto heel give you a figure-flattering boost. 
Pair with a special occasion dress or even a 
simple pair of trousers. With this sandal on, 
there's no telling what sort of magical night lies 
in wait. 

•Satin upper and Leather sole 
•Heel measures approximately 4" 
•Platform measures approximately 1/2" 
•Made in China 
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Lauren Jones Vicki Blue - $48.00 

Sexy, sassy and cool this Lauren Jones original 
screams seductive, accessorizing appeal. The 
towering come-hither heel and platform pairing 
create a silhouette that is hard to miss. A sleek 
upper with peep-toe front ensures you are able 
to show off your latest pedicure. 

materials: 

Synthetic upper 
Synthetic lining 
Manmade sole 
measurements: 
Heel measures approximately 5.25" 
Platform measures approximately 1.75" 
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Corky's Big City Button - Brown 

Look your best rain or shine with Corky's Big City 
button clad knee high rain boot. 

Price: $69.99 

 

 
 

 

Corky's Big City Button in  - Black 

Look your best rain or shine with Corky's Big City 
button clad knee high rain boot 
 
Price: $69.99 

 
 
 
 

 

http://www.nchantment.com/
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Heart Soul Alpine  

This boot is super sharp.  

Synthetic 
Manmade sole 
Shaft measures approximately 10.5" from arch 
Show More 
Heel measures approximately 1.5" 
Boot opening measures approximately 13.5" 
around 
Made in China 

Price: $69.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nchantment.com/
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ENIGMA  shoes  is a unique and creative footwear line that focuses on the woman who is a true trend 
setter. The collection reflects footwear designs inspired by the most fashionable runways of Europe. 
ENIGMA shoes provide fit, fashion and affordability to footwear customers wanting the newest looks 

on the street. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Enigma W822 in Purple  

Beautiful Purple Snake print sandal that has a 
purple velvet wedge. This shoe is sensational in 
every way. It is very comfortable and appealing in 
appearance. 

Price: $68.00 

 

 

Enigma W822 in Black 

Beautiful Black Snake print sandal that has a black 
velvet wedge. This shoe is sensational in every 
way. It is very comfortable and appealing in 
appearance. 

Price: $68.00 

 

 

 

http://www.nchantment.com/
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Enigma W822 in Brown 

Beautiful Black Snake print sandal that has a 
brown velvet wedge. This shoe is sensational in 
every way. It is very comfortable and appealing in 
appearance. 

Price: $68.00 

 

 

Enigma W934 Black Snake 

This Enigma black snake wedge is made for every 
type of woman. It is extremely stylish and 
comfortable.  4.75 inch heel, 1.5 inch platform. 

Price: $68.00 

 

 

 

Enigma HH166 Nude 

Platform nude Enigma shoe with a cork heel. This 
shoe will go with just about everything in your 
close. It's comfy, cute and has an amazing look on 
your feet. 

Price: $62.00 
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Enigma BD645  

Seriously kick it up a notch with Engima's black 
stud and chain adorned boots. 

Price: $99.00 

 
 

 

Enigma BD589  

Multi-color brown BD589 suede, Heel Height 
41/2". Speaking of a boot that has color variation, 
great texture and have great eye appeal, BD589, 
says it all. 

Price: $80.00 
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Enigma BD574 Tan Or Black 

Enigma, pinpointing the must have looks of the 
season, and translating what is fun, hip, and of the 
moment. This is for your everyday chic style and 
the comfort is unbelievable, heel high 3".  

Price: $100.00 

 

 

 

 

 

Enigma BD638  

Hot red boots with a patent leather strip with a 
wedge heel. These boots are stylish, fun and they 
make a statement with every step you take. Heel 
Height 41/2" Suede with patent 

Price: $95.00 

 

 

 

Enigma HH179  

Sensational Ankle Strap shoe that is attractive to 
the eye. Suede faux and patent leather color 
combination that has an unusual comfort. 

Price: $85.00 
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Enigma HH179  

Sensational Ankle Strap shoe that is attractive to 
the eye. Suede faux and patent leather color 
combination that has an unusual comfort. 

Price: $85.00 

 

 

 

 

ENGIMA HH155 Snakeskin inner platform 
with a partial peep-toe pump. 

Price:$80.00 

 

 

 

Enigma BD631  

This high heel Leopard platform bootie is a show 
stopper. 

Price: $95.00 
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Enigma BD 638 (Black) Price: $95.00 

Hot black boots with a patent leather strip with a 
wedge heel. These boots are stylish, fun and they 
make a statement with every step you take. Heel 
Height 41/2" Suede with patent 

 

 

 

 

 

Enigma BD 638 (Grey) Price:$95.00 

Hot black boots with a patent leather strip with a 
wedge heel. These boots are stylish, fun and they 
make a statement with every step you take. Heel 
Height 41/2" Suede with patent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enigma BD 642  Price: $90.00 

Trend Setting leather Knee length boot 
side zipper 
buckle details 
4" heel 
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Engima BC 586  

Enigma leather cowboy boots with snake detail on 
the leg, back and toe 3" heel  

Price $ 62.00 

 

 

 

 

Engima BD658  

 Make an impression in Enigma's strappy buckled 
high heel bootie.  

Price $ 73.00 

 

 

 

 

 

Enigma BD 646 Taupe   

. Very sexy thigh-high black boots 
circular pattern detail down the leg 
4.5" heel 

 Price: $110.00 
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Enigma BC 600  

Enigma BC 600 is a very cute and versatile shoe  

leather with buckles on the side 

4" heel  

Price $ 57.00 

 

 

 

Enigma BD601  

Black riding boot that is super cute.  

Price: $ 80.00 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Enigma BC 614 (Black) Price: $80.00 

Enigma BC 614 is a stylish everyday knee length 
boots Side zipper and buckle, Very comfortable 
wedge heel 3 3/4 heel  
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Enigma BD663 Price: $68.00 

The sleek slouch studded chunky platform boot by 
Enigma. 

 

 

Enigma HH 115 (Black)  Price:$80.00 

Enigma HH 115 pretty, stylish and versatile peep 
toe pump 2" platform and 4.5 " heel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enigma HH 119 (Beige) Price: $85.00 

Enigma HH 119 (Beige) platform sandal is 
comfortable, great to wear anytime of the day 2" 
platform and 4.5" heel 
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Enigma HH155 Leopard Price: $80.00 

 Leopard inner platform pump. 

 

 
  
  
  

 

 

 

 

Enigma BC567  Price: $63.00 

This Enigma boot is super smooth and slick all 
together. It has a great shine that is noticed from a 
distance. It is eye-catching and extremely 
comfortable. 
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Bold, sexy and awe inspiring- we present the exclusive Luichiny® footwear collection. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Luichiny Rest Up Blue  

Price - $89.95 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Luichiny Rest Up Red  

Price - $89.95 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Luichiny Rest Up Yellow  

Price $89.95 

 

 
 
 

 

https://www.demandshoes.com/eSource/ecom/eSource
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Luichiny Lone Star Coral  

Price - $89.95 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Luichiny Punk It Up Beige 

Add a frisky edge to your outfit in the Punk It Up 
by Luichiny. Features a printed textured upper, 
adjustable ankle strap, hidden wedge and platform 
to complete this rock star style. 
5.5 inch heel, 1.5 inch platform 
imi-leather upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 

 

Luichiny Punk It Up 

Add a frisky edge to your outfit in the Punk It Up 
by Luichiny. Features a printed textured upper, 
adjustable ankle strap, hidden wedge and platform 
to complete this rock star style. 
5.5 inch heel, 1.5 inch platform 
imi-leather upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.9 
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Luichiny Not Enough 

The Luichiny Not Enough in Blue features a 
covered imi suede wedge, criss-cross straps at the 
toe and an adjustable ankle strap. 

5.25 inch heel, 1.5 inch platform 
TRUE TO SIZE 
MAN MADE 
Imi Suede 

Price $89.95 

Luichiny Ven Ture Coral 

Ven Ture out of your comfort zone in these 
attractive Luichiny sandals. Ven Ture features a 
suede upper with a large attention-getting bow at 
the vamp. Also featuring a peep toe and studded 
cork wedge. 
5 INCH WEDGE, 
1.5 INCH PLATFORM 
TRUE TO SIZE 
MAN MADE 
Snake (Imi Leather) 

Price $84.95 

Luichiny Ven Ture Black 

Ven Ture out of your comfort zone in these 
attractive Luichiny sandals. Ven Ture features a 
suede upper with a large attention-getting bow at 
the vamp. Also featuring a peep toe and studded 
cork wedge. 
5 INCH WEDGE, 
1.5 INCH PLATFORM 
TRUE TO SIZE 
MAN MADE 
Snake (Imi Leather) 

Price $84.95 
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Luichiny Boy Toy 

Animal print and corset inspiration combined in 
one great shoe. This peep toe wedge features a 
zipper in the back and a tie up front. 
5 .25 inch heel, 1.75inch platform 
Imi suede, imi snake 
Medium Width Only, true to size. 

Price $89.95 

 

Luichiny Laci Lou - Red 

Cork and fabric work perfectly together in this tall 
wedge from Luichiny. Laci Lou brings you an imi-
suede upper with contrasting gold studs. An 
adjustable strap at the vamp and heel strap give 
you a great fit. 
Shoe Details 
5.5 inch heel, 2 inch platform 
Imi-Suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 

Luichiny Laci Lou - Beige 

Cork and fabric work perfectly together in this tall 
wedge from Luichiny. Laci Lou brings you an imi-
suede upper with contrasting gold studs. An 
adjustable strap at the vamp and heel strap give 
you a great fit. 
Shoe Details 
5.5 inch heel, 2 inch platform 
Imi-Suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 
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Luichiny Just Ify - Red 

You won't need to Just Ify this purchase! These 
adorable Luichiny wedges feature colorful imi-
suede with an adjustable ankle strap and covered 
wedge and platform. You'll be the center of 
attention with the studded the studded bow 
ornament at the vamp Shoe Details: 
5 inch heel, 2 inch platform 
Imi-Suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 

Luichiny Just Ify - Blue 

You won't need to Just Ify this purchase! These 
adorable Luichiny wedges feature colorful imi-
suede with an adjustable ankle strap and covered 
wedge and platform. You'll be the center of 
attention with the studded the studded bow 
ornament at the vamp Shoe Details: 
5 inch heel, 2 inch platform 
Imi-Suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 

Luichiny Just Ify - White 

You won't need to Just Ify this purchase! These 
adorable Luichiny wedges feature colorful imi-
suede with an adjustable ankle strap and covered 
wedge and platform. You'll be the center of 
attention with the studded the studded bow 
ornament at the vamp Shoe Details: 
5 inch heel, 2 inch platform 
Imi-Suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 
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Luichiny Bow Tie – Multi Green & Brown 

Keep your outfits bursting with color in this 
Luichiny style. Showcasing a multi color, snake 
print upper. Two crossing straps at the vamp and 
an adjustable ankle strap give you everything you 
could want from a chic sandal. Shoe Details: 
5 inch heel, 1 inch platform 
Imi-leather upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $74.95 

 

Luichiny Bow Tie – Multi Red & Purple 

Keep your outfits bursting with color in this 
Luichiny style. Showcasing a multi color, snake 
print upper. Two crossing straps at the vamp and 
an adjustable ankle strap give you everything you 
could want from a chic sandal. Shoe Details: 
5 inch heel, 1 inch platform 
Imi-leather upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $74.95 

 

Luichiny Eye Doll - Black 

Last year was all about sky high wedges, this 
spring sky high heels are in. The Luichiny Eye 
Doll will make you a fashion idol with its chunky 
heel, imi-suede covered platform and adjustable 
ankle strap. Shoe Details: 
5.5 inch heel, 2 inch platform 
Imi-suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 
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Luichiny Eye Doll - Blue 

Last year was all about sky high wedges, this 
spring sky high heels are in. The Luichiny Eye 
Doll will make you a fashion idol with its chunky 
hee, imi-suede covered platform and adjustable 
ankle strap. Shoe Details: 
5.5 inch heel, 2 inch platform 
Imi-suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 

Luichiny Not Enough Black 

The Luichiny Not Enough features a covered imi 
suede wedge, criss-cross straps at the toe and an 
adjustable ankle strap. Comes in a rainbow of 
colors Shoe Details: 5 1/4 heel, 1 1/2 platform             
Imi-suede upper 

Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 

 

Luichiny Now N Then 

Grab the excitement of an espadrille from this 
Luichiny Wedge. Now N Then features an imi 
suede upper with stitched trim. The rope wedge, 
ankle cuff and back zipper complete this sandal. 
5.5 inch heel, 1.5 inch platform 
Imi-Suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 
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Luichiny Now N Then 

Grab the excitement of an espadrille from this 
Luichiny Wedge. Now N Then features an imi 
suede upper with stitched trim. The rope wedge, 
ankle cuff and back zipper complete this sandal. 
5.5 inch heel, 1.5 inch platform 
Imi-Suede upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 
 

Luichiny Ex Cited 

You'll be Ex Cited to slip on this wedge by 
Luichiny. Features a textured snake print upper on 
a covered wedge and platform. A sexy adjustable 
ankle strap and slightly almond shaped toe. 
5.5 inch heel, 1.5 inch platform 
imi-leather upper 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size. 

Price $89.95 

 

  
  
 

 

Luichiny Star Daze  

Get a seductive feel when you slip into these 
gorgeous suede pumps from Luichiny. Star Daze 
has a blue suede upper with sexy sliver and black 
crystal details in the back. You'll tempt them with 
the 1 1/2 hidden platform and towering 5 1/2 inch 
wedge.  

Price:$145.00 
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Luichiny Spring Fever  

Get a seductive feel when you slip into these 
gorgeous suede pumps from Luichiny. Spring 
Fever has a black suede upper with sexy bow 
details in the back. You'll tempt them with the 1 
1/2 hidden platform and towering 5 1/2 inch 
wedge. 
 
Price:$145.00 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Luichiny Steal Her 

Get a seductive feel when you slip into these 
gorgeous suede pumps from Luichiny. Steal Her 
has a black suede upper with sexy gold lace up 
details in the back. You'll tempt them with the 1 
1/2 hidden platform and towering 5 1/2 inch 
wedge. 

Price: $145.00 

 

 

 

Luichiny Steal Her 

Get a seductive feel when you slip into these 
gorgeous suede pumps from Luichiny. Steal Her 
has a camel suede upper with sexy gold lace up 
details in the back. You'll tempt them with the 1 
1/2 hidden platform and towering 5 1/2 inch 
wedge. 

Price: $145.00 
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Luichiny Brite Light - Brown 

You'll see your name on the marquee after slipping 
on this pump from Luichiny. This sexy peep toe 
will take your look into the style spotlight. 

Price:$69.95 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Luichiny Brite Light - Nude 

You'll see your name on the marquee after slipping 
on this pump from Luichiny. This sexy peep toe 
will take your look into the style spotlight 
 

Price:$69.95 
 
 
 
 

Luichiny Brite Light Black Combo 

You'll see your name on the marquee after slipping 
on this pump from Luichiny. This sexy peep toe 
will take your look into the style spotlight 
 

Price:$69.95 
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Luichiny Mist Tee - Teal 

High fashion is yours in these fancy pumps from 
Luichiny. Mist Tee brings you a teal fabric upper 
with a textured and layered look on the straps. A 
simple and chic satin bow is placed at the side to 
give a feminine balance, while a 4 inch heel 
perfects this style. 

Price: $89.95 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Luichiny Mist Tee – Fuchsia  

High fashion is yours in these fancy pumps from 
Luichiny. Mist Tee brings you a teal fabric upper 
with a textured and layered look on the straps. A 
simple and chic satin bow is placed at the side to 
give a feminine balance, while a 4 inch heel 
perfects this style. 

Price: $89.95 

 

 

Luichiny Mist Tee - Red 

High fashion is yours in these fancy pumps from 
Luichiny. Mist Tee brings you a teal fabric upper 
with a textured and layered look on the straps. A 
simple and chic satin bow is placed at the side to 
give a feminine balance, while a 4 inch heel 
perfects this style. 

Price: $89.99 
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Luichiny Sur Fer  

Get a seductive feel when you slip into these 
gorgeous suede pumps from Luichiny. Sur Fer has 
a Brown suede upper with sexy sliver and black 
crystal details in the back. You'll tempt them with 
the 1 1/2 hidden platform and towering 5 1/2 inch 
wedge. 
5.25 heel, 1.5 inch platform 
Suede Upper 
Made in China 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size.  

Price: $89.95 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Luichiny Angel Lina   

Take a step on the wild side in this season's hottest 
shoe. This peep toe wedge with an adjustable ankle 
strap is a shoe you can wear day and night. 
5 1/4 inch heel and 1 3/4 inch platform 
Made in China Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size.  

Price:  $84.95 

 

Luichiny Stand Out  

Get a seductive feel when you slip into these 
gorgeous suede pumps from Luichiny. Stand Out 
has a pink suede upper with sexy pink flower 
details in the back.  
5.25 heel, 1.5 inch platform 
Suede Upper 
Made in China 
Medium Width Only 
This style is true to size.  

Price: $145.00 
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Helen's Heart formally incorporated in 2005 but operated as Renaissance Enterprises since 2002.  

Our primary focus is the design and manufacture of ladies accessories. Our company has been featured 
in Seventeen, Cosmo Girl, Pageantry and Vows magazines all with favorable reviews of our products 
and services. Our products have been used by other famous fashion designers like Tony Bowls to frame 

and adorn their own creations. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Helens Heart FS-4218-35 Silver  

Helen's Heart Rhinestone Heel is a pretty dressy 
heel for everyone heel is 2 ¾ 

Price: $60.00 

 

 
 
 

Helen's Heart Braided Jeweled Heel FS-
7942-12 Silver  

Helen's Heart Braided Jeweled Heel a very 
comfortable and beautiful shoe with a 2 3/4 heel 

Price: $65.00 

 

 

Helen's Heart Jeweled Heel FS-2389-10A 
Silver - $55.00 

Helen's Heart Jeweled Heel is cute but classic and 
very comfortable to wear has a 2 3/4 heel 

Price: $55.00 

 

 

http://nchantment.com/category/cate
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Helen's Heart Studded Heel FS-3238-1 
Gun Metal -  

Helen 's Heart stylish studded slide on sandal with 
1" heel 

Price: $62.00 

 

 

Helen's Heart Black Sequins Cowgirl Boot  

Sparkling sequined books for casual or formal 
wear. Great for a night out or a western wedding! 
Faux leather boot, mid thigh height with elegant 
sequined and embroidered details, 3" heels. As 
seen on American Idol, worn by Lauren Alaina 
Suddeth! 

 

Price: $130.00 

 
 

 

 

Helen's Heart Sequins Blue and Black 
Cowgirl Boot  

Sparkling sequined books for casual or formal 
wear. Great for a night out or a western wedding! 
Faux leather boot, mid thigh height with elegant 
sequined and embroidered details, 3" heels. As 
seen on American Idol, worn by Lauren Alaina 
Suddeth! 

Price: $130.00 
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Helen's Heart Sequins Black Bootie  

Helen's Heart Sequins bootie will make you look 
like a superstar. This boot is over 3 inches tall and 
has a suede like material with a skinny, but durable 
heel. The sequins flap stands out and is very eye 
catching. 

Price: $80.00 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Helen's Heart Sequins Brown Bootie  

Helen's Heart Sequins bootie will make you look 
like a superstar. This boot is over 3 inches tall and 
has a suede like material with a skinny, but durable 
heel. The sequins flap stands out and is very eye 
catching. 

Price: $80.00 
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Helen's Heart Flower Hand Bag (Grey) - 
$35.00 

Helen's Heart Flower Hand Bag is a gorgeous bag, 
has metal handle and jewel detail 

 

 

 

Helen's Heart Rosette Flower Hand bag 
(Navy) - $40.00 

Helen's Heart Flower Hand Bag is a gorgeous bag, 
has rhinestone handle 

 

 

 

Helen's Heart Rosette Clutch (Blue) - 
$40.00 

Helen's Heart pretty rosette Clutch 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Helen's Heart Rosette Clutch (Black) - 
$40.00 

Helen's Heart pretty rosette Clutch 
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Helen's Heart Flower Hand Bag (Plum) - 
$40.00 

Helen's Heart Flower Hand Bag is a gorgeous bag, 
has metal handle and jewel detail 

 

 

 

Helen's Heart Flower Hand Bag (Grey) - 
$40.00 

Helen's Heart Flower Hand Bag is a gorgeous bag, 
has metal handle and jewel detail 
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Diba Jelly Bean Tan  

$69.00 

 

 

 

Diba Kling On Tan  

$69.00 

 

 

 

Diba Kling On Pink  

$69.00 

 

 

 

Diba Kling On Black  

$69.00 
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Diba Red Rose White - $75.00 

Classic and chic is delivered by this Diba sandal. 
Red Rose brings you a versatile nude patent upper 
to pair with any outfit. A peep toe flatters the cork 
5 inch wedge and 1 1/2 inch platform giving you 
an outstanding summer look. 

5 inch heel, 1 1/2 inch platform 

Imi Patent or Imi Suede 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 

 

 

 

Diba Red Rose Nude - $75.00 

Classic and chic is delivered by this Diba sandal. 
Red Rose brings you a versatile nude patent upper 
to pair with any outfit. A peep toe flatters the cork 
5 inch wedge and 1 1/2 inch platform giving you 
an outstanding summer look. 

5 inch heel, 1 1/2 inch platform 

Imi Patent or Imi Suede 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 
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Diba Red Rose Coral - $75.00 

Classic and chic is delivered by this Diba sandal. 
Red Rose brings you a versatile imi suede upper to 
pair with any outfit. A peep toe flatters the cork 5 
inch wedge and 1 1/2 inch platform giving you an 
outstanding summer look. 

5 inch heel, 1 1/2 inch platform 

Imi Patent or Imi Suede 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 

 

 

Diba Rock Em Pewter/Grey - $69.00 

You'll rock these sandals and your ensemble in the 
Rock Em by Diba. A stunning braided upper 
brings you a Grecian feel while a woven wedge 
lends an earthy feel 

4 1/2 inch heel, 1 inch platform 

Imi-Leather Upper 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 

 

 

Diba Rock Em Tan - $69.00 

You'll rock these sandals and your ensemble in the 
Rock Em by Diba. A stunning braided upper 
brings you a Grecian feel while a woven wedge 
lends an earthy feel 

4 1/2 inch heel, 1 inch platform 
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Imi-Leather Upper 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size 

 

 

 

 

Diba Dig It Multi  

Price - $69.00 

 

 

 

Diba Car Laa Black  

Price - $79.00 

 

 

 

 

Diba Tucked In  

Where did you get those boots?! Will be a 
common phrase heard when cozied up in these 
sleek Diba Boots. Tucked In brings you a suede 
upper with clean lines and cuffs through out the 
shaft. A 3 1/2 inch wedged heel and 2 functioning 
zippers complete this cool weather look. 

Price: $169.00 
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Diba Frizz Bee  

These boots are as fun as their name. The perfect 
height for an ankle boot, the Diba Frizz Bee 
features fun straps the buckle for your 
convenience. Go ahead and let loose. 

Price: $159.00 
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Bronx Sing Along Black/Steel  

Price - $109.00 

 

 

 

 

Bronx Lots of Fun Electric/Lipstick  

Price - $99.00 

 

 

 

 

 

Bronx Smart One Toast  

Price - $109.00 
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Bronx Smart One Glover  

Price - $109.00 

 

 

 

Bronx Sit Still Fuchia/Papaya  

You can't sit still in this vibrant style by Bronx. 
Color Blocking is key for Spring and this sandal 
has it all. With a comfortable covered wedge, cork 
elements and multi color strap detailing and an 
adjustable ankle strap, this shoe will go with every 
outfit in your wardrobe. 

Shoe Details 

4 inch heel 3/4 inch platform 

Leather upper 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 

Price - $109.00 

 

 

Bronx Sit Still Fuchia/Glover  

You can't sit still in this vibrant style by Bronx. 
Color Blocking is key for Spring and this sandal 
has it all. With a comfortable covered wedge, cork 
elements and multi color strap detailing and an 
adjustable ankle strap, this shoe will go with every 
outfit in your wardrobe. 

Shoe Details 
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4 inch heel 3/4 inch platform 

Leather upper 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 

Price - $109.00 

 

 

Bronx Sit Still Papaya/Fuchisa  

You can't sit still in this vibrant style by Bronx. 
Color Blocking is key for Spring and this sandal 
has it all. With a comfortable covered wedge, cork 
elements and multi color strap detailing and an 
adjustable ankle strap, this shoe will go with every 
outfit in your wardrobe. 

Shoe Details 

4 inch heel 3/4 inch platform 

Leather upper 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 

Price - $109.00 
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Bronx Happy Feet Toast/Platinum  

Price - $79.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bronx Happy Feet Black/Steel  

Price - $79.00 

 

 

 

Bronx In CA Toast/Platinum  

Greek inspired sandals are back with this strappy 
beauty by Bronx. Features an over the toe strap 
and adjustable ankle cuff. 

Shoe Details 

1/2 heel 

Leather 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 

Price - $79.00 
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Bronx Holy Moly Black/Steel  

Holy Moly! Greek inspired sandals are back with 
this strappy beauty by Bronx. Features multi-strap 
detailing and an adjustable ankle cuff. 

Shoe Details 

1/2 inch heel 

Leathere 

Made in China 

Medium Width Only  

This style is true to size. 

Price - $79.00 

 
 

 

 

 

Bronx Cast Away  

Bronx Cast Away it's a hot shoe, 
mid-calf leather boot with fur lining 
Can be worn up or rolled down 

Price: $219.00 
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T & C Footwear 

 

T & C Footwear BlockBuster  

Sensational 3 inch cognac boot that is super 
stylish. Beautiful tie-up in the back to add to the 
sex appeal of the bootie. The color is great and 
matches most items in your closet. The material is 
manmade, but the quality is phenomenal. 

Price: $60.00 

 

 

 

T & C Footwear Nicla  

Nicola Leopard is HOT. Imagine wearing a cute 
flat leopard boot with just all black or all brown, 
the boots will at the amazing touch to turn a simple 
outfit into something roaring. 

Price: $50.00 

 

 

 

T & C Footwear Fullhouse  

Fullhouse Grey Wedge (Comfortable, Stylish and 
it has a suede like stretch material in the back of 
the boot which opens up the world to ladies with 
larger calves to enjoy. 

Price: $50.00 
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T & C Footwear Fashion News  

Fashion News (Taupe is a hot commodity to have 
in your closet. This boot is a little over 3 inches 
and it has a great corset in the back as a tie-up.) It 
is a Keeper 

 
 
Price: $70.00 

  
  

 

T & C Footwear Agatha  

Agatha Brown (Cognac color flat, made of PU 
with amazing buckles to add excitement. This boot 
is extremely comfortable, cute and can be worn 
with anything) 

 

 
 

Price: $50.00 
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Personal Top Picks for NCHANTMENT are from his  ROCK STAR BAGS Line.   The hardware, 

grommets and BLING adorn bags with a definitive flair for turning heads. Bags embellished with crystal 
accents sparkle and draw attention. Because there are always women who excel, stand apart and leave 
impressions, he created the ROCK STAR collection. These bags have been seen on HBO's Hit TV show 

Entourage! 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Bobby Schandra Purple leopard clutch 
messenger bag 112b-16-purple 

Bobby Schandra Purple leopard clutch 
messenger bag 

Price $185.00 

 

 

Blue Leopard Clutch messenger Bag 
112b-09 

Blue Leopard Clutch messenger Bag 

Price $185.00 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Blue Leopard Clutch 
messenger Bag 112b-04-blue 

Bobby Schandra Blue Leopard Clutch 
messenger Bag 

Price $185.00 

 

http://www.bobbyschandra.com/
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Bobby Schandra Red Leopard Clutch 
Messenger Bag 112a-17-red 

Bobby Schandra red-leopard-clutch-messenger-
bag 

Price $185.00 

 

Bobby Schandra Rockstar Sequin Zebra  

Sequin-purse-handbag-black-silver-zebra-
schandra-rockstar 

Price $165.00 
 
 
 

 

Bobby Schandra Small Sequins Black   

Sequin-tote-purse-handbag-black-chandra-
rockstar. Bling like a Rockstar. This handbag 
looks exceptional with the Lauren Jones black 
sequin boot. 

Price:$165.00 

 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Small Sequins Silver  

Sequin-tote-purse-handbag-black-silver-zebra-
schandra-rockstar. 

Price:$165.00 
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Bobby Schandra Small Sequin Acqua 

Sequin-small-purse-handbag-blue-brown-black-
schandra-rockstar 

Price: $165.00 

 

 
 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Large Sequin Zebra  

Sequin-Large-purse-handbag-black-silver-zebra-
schandra-rockstar 

Price: $225.00 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Large Sequin Tiger   

Beautiful Tiger Sequin Large Bag 

Price: $225.00 
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Exclusive Nchantment Bobby Schandra 
Watch 2 

Designer rhinestone silicone jelly watch in an 
alluring purple! Another choice of a time piece 
collection to remind us on how we must utilize our 
time wisely. Stay focused on our business goals 
and aspirations to ensure success. 

Price: $49.50 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exclusive Nchantment Bobby Schandra 
Watch 1 

Alluring purple silicone jelly watch fully encrusted 
with crystals! A symbol that we should utilize our 
time wisely. Maintaining a prosperous mind set 
and remembering to work on our business goals 
daily to achieve success. 

Price: $49.95 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Crystal Link Watch 
White and Rose 

Bobby Schandra Crystal Link Watch- White and 
Rose 

Price: $85.00 
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Bobby Schandra White Designer 
Rhinestone Jelly Watch 

Bobby Schandra White Designer Rhinestone Jelly 
Watch 

Price: $49.50 

 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Black Designer 
Rhinestone Jelly Watch 

Bobby Schandra Black Designer Rhinestone Jelly 
Watch 

Price: $49.50 

 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Pink Designer 
Rhinestone Jelly Watch 

Bobby Schandra Pink Designer Rhinestone Jelly 
Watch 

Price: $49.50 
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Bobby Schandra Blue Designer 
Rhinestone Jelly Watch 

Bobby Schandra Blue Designer Rhinestone Jelly 
Watch 

Price: $49.50 

 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Gray Designer 
Rhinestone Jelly Watch 

Bobby Schandra Gray Designer Rhinestone Jelly 
Watch 

Price: $49.50 

 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Gray Crystal Encrusted 
Jelly Watch 

Gray Crystal Encrusted Jelly Watch 

Price: $49.95 
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Bobby Schandra Blue Crystal Encrusted 
Jelly Watch 

Blue Crystal Encrusted Jelly Watch 

Price: $49.95 

 

 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Black Crystal Encrusted 
Jelly Watch 

Black Crystal Encrusted Jelly Watch 

Price: $49.95 

 

 

 

 

Bobby Schandra Brown Crystal 
Encrusted Jelly Watch 

Brown Crystal Encrusted Jelly Watch 

Price: $49.95 
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Bobby Schandra Red Crystal Encrusted 
Jelly Watch 

Red Crystal Encrusted Jelly Watch 

Price: $49.95 
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Affordable Luxury. That’s the simple philosophy behind the Melie Bianco line. Founded in 2003 by 
Melissa and William, a husband and wife team, this wildly successful family-owned accessories 
company has always kept one thing in mind: bringing runway-inspired handbags to the everyday 

woman. 

 

 

 

Melie Bianco Shelly Rhinestone Clutch 

Uptown chic meets downtown cool in this fold 
over faux-suede rhinstone studded clutch. The 
perfect finishing touch for any date night 
ensemble. Clutch features snap closure and lined 
interior. 

Price: $48.00 

 

Melie Bianco Karina Drawstring Faux 
Crocodile Trimmed Bag 

Karina is the best of both worlds. The crocodile 
trim is posh and classy but the metal pull tabs and 
zippers make sure this stunner never takes itself 
too seriously to have fun!  

Bag Features organizer pockets, zip pocket, 
signature lining and drawstring closure. 

Price: $99.00 

http://www.meliebianco.com/
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Melie Bianco Angelina Woven 
Drawstring Bag with Studs 

Angelina is a show stopper. Somehow studded 
trim, a woven panel, and beaded drawstring tassels 
all come together harmoniously in this bag that is 
sure to be in heavy rotation for you all year round! 

Bag features snap and drawstring closure, 
organizational pockets, a zip pocket, and signature 

Price: $99.00 

 

 

Melie Bianco Black Jessica Over Sized 
Denim Shopper With Rhinestones 

The perfect shopper for the everyday woman who's 
always on the run. Its oversized design gives you 
plenty of room to store all your necessities. 
Rhinestone details give this otherwise casual 
denim bag a touch of bling. 

Price: $30.00 

 

 
  

 

 
 
Melie Bianco Blue Jessica Over Sized 
Denim Shopper With Rhinestones 

The perfect shopper for the everyday woman who's 
always on the run. Its oversized design gives you 
plenty of room to store all your necessities. 
Rhinestone details give this otherwise casual 
denim bag a touch of bling. 

Price: $30.00 
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Best Fit Freda05 in Black 

Black military boot that has a one inch heel and 
style that is unbelievable. 
*Laces in the front 
*Zipper on the inner side 
*Fur Lining 
*PU - Manmade material 

Price: $55.00 

  
 

http://nchantment.com/category/category/best-fit
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Breckelles Angie Denim Blue Pump with 
Studs  

Teeze Pump with studs on platform and heel, 
Fabric upper on 1 inch platform, 5 inch heel 

Price: $33.00 

 

 

 

 

 

Breckelles Angie Denim BlackPump with 
Studs  

Teeze Pump with studs on platform and heel, 
Fabric upper on 1 inch platform, 5 inch heel 

Price: $33.00 

 

 

Breckelles Angie Tan Patent Pump 

Classic Tan Patent Pump, 1 inch platform, 5 inch 
heel 

Price: $29.99 

 

 

 

http://nchantment.com/category/category/breckelles
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Breckelles Angie Hot Red Patent Pump 

Hot Red Patent Pump, 1 inch platform, 5 inch heel 

Price: $29.99 

 

 

 

 

Breckelles Black Patent Pump 

Classic Black Patent Pump, 1 inch platform, 5 inch 
heel 

Price: $29.99 

 

 
 
 
 
 


	Alisha Hill Olivia
	Alisha Hill Kim
	Alisha Hill Audrey
	Alisha Hill Kendall
	Alisha Hill Alyssa
	Alisha Hill Miranda
	Benjamin Walk ( Loretta) - $60.00
	Michael Antonio - Theronn
	Lauren Jones Neena
	Corky's Big City Button - Brown
	Enigma W822 in Purple
	Enigma W822 in Black
	Enigma W822 in Brown
	Enigma W934 Black Snake
	Enigma HH166 Nude
	Enigma BD645
	Enigma BD589
	Enigma BD574 Tan Or Black
	Enigma BD638
	Enigma HH179
	Enigma BD631
	Price: $95.00
	Engima BC 586
	Engima BD658
	Enigma BD 646 Taupe
	Enigma BD663 Price: $68.00
	Enigma HH 119 (Beige) Price: $85.00
	Luichiny Rest Up Blue
	Price - $89.95
	Luichiny Rest Up Red
	Price - $89.95
	Luichiny Rest Up Yellow
	Price $89.95
	Luichiny Lone Star Coral
	Price - $89.95
	Luichiny Not Enough Black
	Helen's Heart Rosette Flower Hand bag (Navy) - $40.00
	Diba Jelly Bean Tan
	$69.00
	Diba Kling On Tan
	$69.00
	Diba Kling On Pink
	$69.00
	Diba Kling On Black
	$69.00
	Diba Red Rose White - $75.00
	Diba Red Rose Nude - $75.00
	Diba Red Rose Coral - $75.00
	Diba Rock Em Pewter/Grey - $69.00
	Diba Rock Em Tan - $69.00
	Diba Dig It Multi
	Price - $69.00
	Diba Car Laa Black
	Price - $79.00
	Bronx Sing Along Black/Steel
	Price - $109.00
	Bronx Lots of Fun Electric/Lipstick
	Price - $99.00
	Bronx Smart One Toast
	Price - $109.00
	Bronx Smart One Glover
	Price - $109.00
	Bronx Sit Still Fuchia/Papaya
	Price - $109.00
	Bronx Sit Still Fuchia/Glover
	Price - $109.00
	Bronx Sit Still Papaya/Fuchisa
	Price - $109.00
	Bronx Happy Feet Toast/Platinum
	Price - $79.00
	Bronx Happy Feet Black/Steel
	Price - $79.00
	Bronx In CA Toast/Platinum
	Bronx Holy Moly Black/Steel
	Price: $219.00
	T & C Footwear
	Price: $55.00
	Price: $33.00
	Price: $33.00
	Price: $29.99
	Price: $29.99
	Price: $29.99

